The Public
average "push" of an American mu
nicipality. Not only this, but the in
habitants who do not hold office are
intimating that the public improve
ments made are not commensurate
with the amount of taxes paid.
These people are clearly incapable
of self-government. It is quite true
that we do politics in the manner in
dicated in New York, Chicago, St.
Louis and, to a certain extent, in Los
Angeles, but we cannot allow the un
sophisticated Filipinos to tread this
dangerous path. They are lacking in
one important thing -which we pos
sess, and until they grasp it our sys
tem of government % should be with
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has noted held. This important thing consists
in organizations of committees of
the efforts of the government of the 100, or any other number which is
United States to dole out local gov leagues,
euphonious,
good government
municipal clubs,
reform
etc.,
ernment in varying doses to alien
races in the Philippines, Puerto Rico etc. These may not be practically
and elsewhere must have been able effective, but the Filipinos must have
to extract a certain amount of hu them because we have them as an ad
mor from the situation ere this.
junct to our political troubles.—Los
There is a suggestion of the pre Angeles Evening Express.
dicament of teachers who are some
times compelled to exhort their pu
MUNICIPAL DETAILS IN BERLIN.
pils or hearers to do as they say and
From an article on "The Rise of Berlin,"
not as they do. We are gravely hand by Sidney Whitman, in Harper's Magazine
ing out to Filipinos and Porto Ricans for April.
The traveler from the west will find
some political maxims and rules of
something
peculiarly striking in the
conduct which were formulated years
ago by Washington, Jefferson, Frank first impressions received on his ar
lin, Hamilton and others, but we are rival at the Prussian capital. The
desperately afraid that these imma train—punctual to a minute—steams
ture and misguided peoples will use into the spacious terminus, where
these maxims and rules in much the scarcely a soul is to be seen except
same manner that we use them. In a few blue-frocked railway porters.
giving them government fashioned There are no advertisements of any
after the ideals of the fathers of this kind on wall, ceiling, platform or foot
country, we rather foolishly expect way to remind the traveler of the
them to follow the aspirations of the dreary commercial character of mod
framers of the constitution and the ern life. The nickel-pointed helmet of
the policeman emphasizes the mili
signers of the declaration of inde
tary, the drilled bureaucratic charac
pendence.
Instead of doing this, these be ter of the nation, and of the capital in
nighted races show tfteir incapability particular. There is no excitement, no
for self-government by doing just as haste, and np rush. Everybody is on
we do. Their action is peculiarly ag the alert, for they are modern Prus
gravating. Why can they not be po sians all; everything—control of tick
litically virtuous in adopting our the ets, exodus of passengers, claiming of
ory of government, instead of being luggage, engaging of vehicles by
politically vicious by imitating us in means of a metal disk which is hand
ed to the traveler in strict rotation
practice?
One of the most striking illustra from a wire file by a uniformed offi
tions of this sad condition of affairs cial as he passes out of the station—
is found in the recent discovery by all is done by rote and rule with the
the Philippine commission on the is utmost celerity consistent with order
land of Negros. The inhabitants of —that is to say, in about half the time
that island were practically granted taken over the same job elsewhere in
local government two years ago. Europe.
The principal streets present a be
What is the condition of affairs there
now? Politicians are running for wildering scene of life and activity,
office on the American plan and mak such as is only to be paralleled upon
ing deals and combinations with each the continent by one or two crossother which would do credit to the points in Paris. The traffic is watched
dog or something- that would only
complete the scene of desolation. Fur
niture is broken, houses are empty,
6tock lying about dead, buildings de
stroyed, everything a scene of utter
ruin and desolation. It makes one feel
very sick of it all, and very low-spirit
ed; but, as I said before, it has to be
done, as the people will help these rov
ing bands of Boers, and one cannot
blame them, for they are their own
relations in many cases. If the war is
to be stopped this is the only way to
do it. People out here do not think
that Lord Roberts's policy was' a suc
cess.
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—it can scarcely be said to be regu
lated—by mounted policemen sta
tioned at different intervals. But
there are rarely any blocks or stop
pages, for the streets are uniformly
broad, and everything moves smoothly
—like the well-greased wheels of the
numberless tram cars driven by elec
tricity or steam, some few being
still drawn by horses, or the smart,
clean-looking "Droschken," nearly all
provided with the new fare-marking
taxameter.
At the street corners where the traf
fic
tedisup
thickest,
to treatambulance
any case of
lodges
street
areffitacci
dent on the spot. A red cross painted
on a white ground, prominently con
spicuous by day and' night, is affixed on
a level with the street lamp, and marks
the so-called "sanitary station."
An arrow is painted next to the
number of every house, so that the
stranger can see at a glance in what
direction the numbers follow each
other—no small convenience in a town
many houses of which have a frontage
of 60 to over 100 feet. Everything the
eye can see tends to convey an over
whelming impression of order, highstrung activity, and, above all, of clean
liness. Nor is this impression unwar
ranted; for if anywhere in the world,
it is here in Berlin that relentless,
never-ceasing, systematic war is being
carried on by day and by night against
dirt, adulteration and every other form
of human negligence and dishonest
manipulation.
That the postal service of Berlin has
long been the model (as yet unattain
able) for the rest of Europe is well
known. But it is not equally matter
of common knowledge that the ex
cellence of the Berlin postal arrange
ments of yesterday no longer satisfies
the postal authorities of to-day. The
latest innovation has been a still more
frequent clearing of the letter boxes
and a more rapid delivery than ever.
The letter boxes in the principal thor
oughfares are now cleared every 15
minutes during the busy hours of the
day.
A LESSON FROM THE ORCHESTRA.
The finale of a lecture on "Orchestral
Music—Interpretation and History," deliv
ered at the Manhattan Single Tax club, in
New York city, May 11, by Paul F. Johanningv corresponding secretary of the club.
The orchestra is not more than 200
or 250 years old. In this short time
it has been developed to a degree of
perfection hardly paralleled by any
other art. Its language, so far as it
is understood at all, is universal.
Perfect agreement, perfect adjust
ment of parts, are the principles on

